
In a context of transformation of society, with the emergence of new technologies and profound social and societal
aspirations, companies have undertaken many strategic initiatives aimed not only at transforming or
reinventing their economic models but also at adapting their organization and changing managerial
culture. However, such projects, often launched in an erratic manner, quickly lose impetus and struggle to
achieve their goals. In short, companies might have mistaken precipitation for agility.

However, a transformation, far more than just the achievement of a goal, is part of an ongoing adaptation
process that must allow for timeline issues, the actual target, the complexity, governance and culture of the
company. Transformations are particularly effective when they are based on the mobilization of collaborators,
who manage to strike just the right cultural balance between broad-mindedness and a feeling of corporate
belonging.

The definition of a vision is the first vital step towards setting the company in motion. This vision not only
integrates corporate values and culture but also corporate organization and business. We can then
help you find the right pace for this transformation through a journey to achieve this vision. Last but not least, we
will help you set up a steering setup to support your actions and communicate inside and outside your company to
adapt this setup constantly.

Always know how to go beyond simple ideas (vision, values and marketing messages, agile organizations
and innovation ...)!!!

Howard Partners sets business organizations in motion by supporting them in their strategic and far-
reaching transformations in order to:

▪ Ensure the legitimacy of the transformation: the legitimacy of the transformation with respect to all the
stakeholders of the company must be demonstrated, as well as with respect to external actors (customers,
partners, suppliers...).

▪ Involve all employees: the sustainability of the transformation is guaranteed by the commitment of the
entire company to the project. The transformation must not be carried out by a single team.

▪ Fostering team autonomy in the long term: the aim of this approach is to make teams autonomous so
that the company can ultimately manage transformation projects internally.

▪ Implement a continuous validation of deliverables: this approach aims to avoid the tunnel effect and to
limit the risks of deliverables not meeting expectations, a progressive validation of deliverables is instantiated.

▪ Setup ecosystem analysis at the heart of the transformation: initiatives launched during the
transformation must be intrinsically linked to concrete issues, stemming from stakeholder analysis and
expectations.

▪ Build an innovation framework to facilitate implementation: an innovation framework will enable
operational implementation of the initiatives.
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“Human Ahead” methodologies

Howard Partners develops methodologies, based on the know-how of leading consulting firms, while also incorporating

practices derived from socio-dynamics and tools to identify and measure the impacts of decisions made by companies

in terms of balance of power, wealth, environment, and society.

▪ The Howard Partners consultants are proud of their profession and are working hard to support this “back to

basics”. They regard themselves as “orchestra conductors”, i.e. people who understand the business issues

facing senior executives, can pinpoint what’s “niggling” them, and build “taylor-made” operational solutions

by activating a multitude of skills.

▪ To that end, Howard Partners leads an ecosystem of experts.

Howard Partners, at the heart of an ecosystem, to

respond to the complex issues facing senior executives:

*What’s behind the name?

Howard Roark, the main character in the novel “The Fountainhead”, was an architect living in New-York at the turn of the 20th

century. Passionate about his profession, he embraced his own vision of a new way to build, going against current trends. Reaping
the full benefits of the advent of reinforced concrete, his works are described as innovative.

Howard Partners is above all a human

adventure, that of 4 co-founders, coming from

different renowned consulting firms, driven

by a common vision and ambition, that of

autonomy, embodied by Howard Roark*.

Howard Partners, a partner at the service of

companies facing major issues due to

technological and societal disruption:

▪ Support the societal transition of companies.

▪ Give new meaning to companies.

▪ Balance ethics and data.

▪ Turn regulations into opportunities.

Senior Advisors, sources of inspiration and 

innovation

“When an intuition is renewed, it’s more than an 

intuition, it’s absolutely a project”
Aude de Thuin

Founder of  « Women in Africa »

Training and CoachingTechnological InnovationIdeation and GamificationBenchmarking

A humanistic vision

The Howard Partners consultants have developed a profoundly humanistic vision and learnt to practice what they

preach. They perceive new technologies as accelerators of an inevitable and profound societal transition.

An eminently holistic approach to problems

“Human Ahead” is proof of Howard Partners ambition to understand its customers’ projects in a holistic manner, i.e.

by incorporating all levers, whether strategic, business, organizational or technological, with the goal of anticipating

impacts on humans: collaborators, senior executives, shareholders, and citizens alike.


